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THE DIRECTING COIN'S ROTATION
I. Heads
To begin, you must consider the stars:
how their distant lives are larger
than yours, burning long enough to reach
across the night sky to you; or how we only
see them in our darkest hours, when the truth
can no longer be denied, when our dreams
become real as water, stone.
From them we learn how much is hidden.
The dark glasses grow darker as we remember
the sun's color, but forget its light.
Glimpses of the Real prick our hearts
like spurs, as we find truths beside our own
lurking large in the shadows.
We retain nothing but the dust
which clings to our clothes, our moments
peeled away, years and layers of useless skin.
The lights from holes in the night sky.
eyes peering through the echoed Other.
II. TAILS
Scattered debris of all kinds:
wheel, bone, ash, glass; these
we gather from the cities' pockets;
beneath the phone poles rising like sentries,
smooth fingers interlocking. Detour
signs abound, pointing to and from the corners
stained by doubt and darkness. Few
remember the destination when the path
continues to shift, ... then, ... be selective.

Terry Fugate
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Scenes below confront us, clustered
like the Pleiades. We refused the earth,
pointing skyward, trusting in things
we have never touched. There, we say,
we belong there, one with the sources of light.
Yet our arms are forever trapped Here,
flaying in the awesome dark. We curse
the waste of lives piled in mounds of non-death
and then curse ourselves, bound
by
the precision of time, and the paths
of fallen stars.

Brad Barnes
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AN AMERICAN SILENCE NEAR JASPER, TENNESSEE
The automobile is vacant
Of hubcap, fender,
Headlight, valve head
And any motion
HERACLITUS
Except rust's motion
On a hillside
All elements return to fire:
In the rain.
These very puffs of breath.
As earth in water must expire,
So soul is water's death.
The water flows. We are, are not;
We stepped, yet have not stepped,
In streams where fire was changed, was not,
Yet burned us when we wept.

Poems by Paul Ramsey

The Ever Burning comes to test
The soul with lightning flash.
To know our ignorance is best.
God knows what comes of ash.

TOPICS FOR MEDITATION
Think
of the shipped oars, the slide of the water,
of the quiet pleasure of the afternoon, to be recalled
not at leisure, but on obscure and recurrent demand,
enforcing a raw industrial afternoon to yellows, reds,
and to the sweetness of young hope and rich desire.
Think of the leaf, of the fire.
Think of the tombstones, the number, variety, chipped and
settled identities
Vanishing into weather,
Vanished by forgetfulness or by breakage, vandalism, undiscovery.
Think of the substance of the packed, rubber-banded checks
In the shoeboxes in the closet.
Think on that silence,
Arithmetic vacancy, preparedness or unpreparedness for audit,
Image and evidence of what we own.
Then think of what we give for what we own,
The known, mortgaged, canceled. The unknown.

"WAITING FOR THE SIREN"
Night stars glitter like the
Splinters of glass on this asphalt street.
Why don't they find me like momma
used to when I'd skin my knee and cry?
This bashed-in box of glass and metal
becomes my cradle. It rocks me to
the dream of sleeping on. I'm hereI hear no high-ceilinged cathedral voices
echo heaven. So why does fear suddenly
pounce like a scream that won't
come out?
—Rachel Landrum

MARSHALL CREEK
Under the oak
I think there is nowhere
But here
Brown leaves on a blue sky
Full of holes,
Birds carrying images
Of other trees
Creeks and fields.

On another night
I see the biggest moon
Ever born
In that empty pool
The locals fished out
I listen with my eyes
Remembering other creeks
Lakes and woods.

You began at the bridge
On Sawyer Road
The first pool held nothing
(some locals fished it out)
Remember the rain falling
While we camped by a statue
That I built
The creek rose
Scouring the walls
The water dissolving
The rotted wood.

Sitting at Rainbow Falls
I watch the brown leaves floating
On the blue water
Under another tree
I think there is nowhere
But there
Birds carry images
Of other trees
Creeks and fields
Brown leaves float in a blue sky
Full of holes.

Two drunken campers
Who couldn't even
Torch the fire
Stumbled blindly
Striking wet matches
On the crumbling pack.

—David Robinson
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TOURISTS, PAPER CLOCKS, ETC.
The bench nails thread your hands
Your once leaden-lids surge open
Your shoes calculate the distance to the ground
He is coming
"Fifty-seven, blind and broke," you assume
His dog limps, one taped leg the cocked
trigger of a rusted gun Suspicious,
you look around quickly:
the white-washed houses dozing
the guardrails leading to the sea
the waves folding back like silken sheets
the dog inspects your jeans
you fear the speckled foam about his jaw
He is about to begin
The wares emerge from his cloak
the glass guitar
the wooden candle
the vacant book of marble pages
You demand, "What have you got that I can use?"
He has been waiting all day for this
From the innermost pocket he reveals
the paper clock "Swiss-made,"
he says, "lifetime guarantee"
You stare at the clear dial
the red hands
the black bells
it cannot be broken
a jeweler's dream
He asks for your verdict yet you are unsure
He lights a match beneath it
The flames fuse to gray The paper
crackles out the final seconds
The ashes flee into your hands
like the air from your silenced lungs
Gasping, you smile, and ask for a receipt
—Terry Fugate
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DRIVING
All I wanted to do was drive, and keep driving. Drive and drive until that melange of
thoughts became so jumbled that there were no more thoughts at all. I will assume that
the reader knows what I mean.
Drinking was required. During the driving, I mean. That's a dangerous proposition,
maybe, but at that time of night, on those roads, only to myself. I sense a plot slowly trying
to develop, so if you will excuse me for a moment, I'll deal with it. I'm against capital
punishment, so that's out.However, I'm worried that if I merely lock it up it may taunt me
and shout obscenities at me while I try to write. Perhaps if I give it some money it will go
away. I have doubts as to this plot's authenticity anyway. It may be a moral or some other
lowlife merely disguised as a plot. If it was a real plot, if there were, in fact, plots, I would
not be driving.
The biggest worry, of course, in drinking and driving is being pulled over by the police.
I'm not worried. On these roads, at this time of night, etc. No, the worst that I could do out
here would be to run over a plot.
Things led up to this driving. Driving as transportation, to work, to movies, etc. is a
highly commendable and quite responsible act. You drivers have nothing to fear in that.
Drive on. Driving as escape. Has reasons. just as the horn..has wires, to the battery, the
battery dies, whereby the connection is undone...
Most of it took place in Alariz. Those lines were to be the opening lines of the story.
You surely know, by now, that most of it doesn't take place anywhere. There are no
beginnings or ends. The mileage figures on the speedometer beg to differ and want to
remind me that the price of preaching is an empty gas tank. Gas stations out here are
strange. The attendant tells me that his girlfriend jilted him because he is only a pump
jockey and she was after bigger and better things. She wants the whole world: Hollywood,
Rio, Rome. Wait a minute. I picture the whole plot and begin to laugh involuntarily. "You
got sumpthin against gas station attendants", he says. I drive off in a hurry and hear him
yelling, "I coulda been a contender". The serious and "sharp" readers will be saying,
thinking, at this time, "Hey, how come if he's driving around some back country road, in
the middle of the night, no police to worry about, how come there's a gas station way out
here? And even more, how come does the pump jockey know some girl who wants the
whole world: Hollywood, Rio, Rome?" "Yeah, and anyway, everyone knows the
attendant will work his way up and own the whole deal, pumps and all, one day. Then he'll
get the girl." Let me tell you though, this is fun. Why you yourself could make the giant
step from reader to plot killer, and in only three easy lessons. When you do, give me a call,
and we'll enter into a conspiracy to kill a plot. (a felony in most states, punishable by life,
there are always risks and consequences) The consequences, could I become serious now?
Of course not.
Driving, however is a serious business and requires every bit of attention one can
muster, It's a serious business. Jack Webb might have said that and I'm quite proud.
Second gear seems to be slipping and I'm going to stop and check it. Something slipped
past, anyway. Serious drivers will see right through that second gear shit. I want no
quarrel with serious drivers. I can already see, coming over the horizon, an angry mob of
serious drivers, "sharp" readers, and whining plots, and I don't want to run out of oil.
I mentioned Alariz, didn't I? Alariz is a small town in southern Spain where they shoot
off fireworks every night during the summer. It has of late been taken over by tourists.
The townspeople do not have the contempt that comes with years of grovelling for the
tourist dollar, nor do they have the friendly curiosity that is shown toward the first
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"sharp" adventurers in a town. It was inevitable that this touristization should take place.
Alariz was a town that was ripe for discovery. It had clean,dazzling beaches ,an abundance
of sunshine, and those narrow cobblestone streets that, however impractical, are so
charmingly quaint to the tourist eye. From their motel room, they could see the strange
man in the dark suit down by the fountain. The room was silent except for the whirring of
the fan, which constituted a kind of silence in its steady droning. She whispered that she
would always love him as she silently withdrew the derringer from her purse. The left
rear tire popped, leaving him stranded in the country road.

David Robinson

SANCTUARY
Before our failing eyes, the doors are sealed
and marked in another tongue. The room is
cold, as the drapes shudder at what lies outside:
the empty street barricaded, the wooden posts waving
as if to confirm a rumor of plague. The signs
were forced to the ground by angered winds,
and now point in directions which confuse
our compass. Only an auto remains, poised
like a shivering dog awaiting its master.
Aware of this, my sister chooses to secure
the curtains, trusting the windows to watch
the yard with their large and flattened eyes.
Turning away, she rolls the ice in her glass
like a gambler testing dice. Near her grecian vase,
she teases her lips with a kiss of Scotch
and then reaches for her cigarettes which lie
like spears in a quiver.
She remembers the dying sparrows she once saved,
and wonders about her own wings. She knows the collapsing
of tents and the hunger of squirrels.She pokes
at the fire as one would rouse a drunken husband.
Leaning on the mantle and its case of souvenirs,
she reaches through the crack in the drapes
and glances long at the failing streetlamps,
their ministry of light fallen to dark.
— Terry Fugate
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LOST FOREVER
The floor so cold and unaware,
you look at it and the designs created
by the tile company.
You find a figure out of desperation.
And then, you relate to it.
A scrawly brown stripe becomes a figure.
It twists, turns, points at you,
and makes fun of your nose.
You touch it. Then you say,
This is or can be fun or just;
I'm going insane!
You turn over and look at the ceiling.
The white molded ceilatex becomes
your reverie. It's a living.
Another search of the plain,
and there she is!
Long Legs, Mature Torso, Long Blonde Hair.
Suddenly she slings her long blonde hair
out of her face, uncrosses her legs and adjusts
her sexy but out of style micro mini.
She twists, turns, writhes, points at you,
changes expression, and then begins to talk.
Her mouth moves, moves, and moves.
You can only hear her mentally.
"I love you and you make me thirsty",
you say to her. She says what looks like:
YA, WAH, WOO, OOH, AH, UH, LA, and DOE A DEER!
After that you're ready for—JAM AND BREAD!
She's bringing TEA FROM FAR A RAY--IMPORTED!
Your blonde sits back down
and she's gotten old.
Grandchildren are your next thought.
But, neither of you had children.
The methods they've got today can make a thing
like birth go unnoticed. But old age is reality.
She sits in the rocker and you're sick in bed
Your clock comes over and taps you on the shoulder,
telling you that you've visited with your friend
long enough for today. So, you get up,
shower, dress, and deal with all the people
called normal. Plus their uncountable variations
on your planet--Lost Forever.
—Curt Childress
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PAST THE ONE-LANE BRIDGE
Collasping crate, folded farmhouse,
leaning, pleated, toward the gold
of frothing grass;
the shattered tree,
whose bloody veins of root still suck
the dried and caking hillside scab;
the sulking tortoise,
squatting shell of car so sickly green
and mildew-painted by the creek;
a blurry dog
leaps up to snap the wind, then crawls
into the trash beneath the porch.

COUSIN SUMMER
(1)
The green-mittened Martians
reeled from the
doll hair-dryer
(spacegun) blasts.
We sucked their
minty skeletons,
peeled yellow flesh with baby teeth.
Sassafras turns as red as Mars.
(2)
Into the tarpaulin cave
Cousin crawled,
but the jump-rope
that he reached for pulsedcrawled blackly with him.
Screaming, he rolled into lighta pale lime gravel
escaping the grader's shadow.
(3)
One of the last times,
Cousin's granny called him home.
But the eyes stayed, watching
from the webbed window,
the leaning tree,
the grass,
Mars.
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GAME
Tree-stones cast about like dice,
buckeyes slip into the shadowed grass.
Ill is the toss of the wind.
Luck is the moon's.

Poems by
Jeanne Perry

Ellyn Bivin
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THE CONNECTING
LINK
We walked through what appeared to be an orchard of large hedges. It
was hot, and I didn't have on a shirt, and he was drinking a coke. We had
hoped to talk about some problems of a mutual friend that her father had
asked about; I hadn't known, but obviously he did, or we would not have
been talking.
In the background (of my thoughts) was a large house with a lot of
people. Young men and women whom I had known when they were
children. I was amazed at the way that they had changed. We played the old
game of guessing who someone was, and I always didn't know but acted
like I did so I wouldn't hurt their feelings. And their kids were there, but
somebody was keeping another friend's kid who was having family
problems. There was an obvious difference; they were black headed, she
was blond and looked like her mother, Janet.
I was reading the middle section of the Sunday paper, and you were
sitting on top of a piano on a landing between floors. But my mind left you
there right after you asked the evangelist ( to whom I had introduced you)
about the missionary whom wt both knew and was helping me look for a
job. He and his wife were having the problem, which seemed so strange
because they were old and had kids and seemed so happy the last time I saw
them. I wondered how you knew the evangelist, whom you hadn't known,
knew about the missionary's problem, when I didn't even know the
evangelist knew the missionary, and I knew the evangelist.
But I sat there with him in the orchard, which seemed more like a
primordial forest of trees whose limbs had never been cut and now grew to
the ground. I must have left you on the piano--you really like to read
Sunday papers; but I don't know why I left you, I would really have felt
better to have you along though we don't believe alot of the same ways.
I certainly don't like him, he talks all of the time, mostly about himself,
and he's sloppy fat. But, he seems to have had a problem, and I was the only
one who could help him. So we sat down in a shady stop. The sun must
have been bright, because their was a sharp contrast. I can't really
understand how he got on the scene in the first place. He is from here and
you and everyone else were from there and then.
There was this other man whom we all know, except the evangelist and
the missionary, who was dying with cancer. He may have been the
connecting link. It was seven o'clock in the morning, and he had just had a
glass of milk--but I remember distinctly that he couldn't drink milk or
didn't--and he fell back on his pillow and said "Oh! No! ", but there was a
look of relief on his face and everyone that stood around.
As soon as we sat down in the shade; no, I sat down and he was too busy
talking, I tried to assuage my boredom by looking curiously under the
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hedge bushes. There was no grass, just dirt mixed with a fine carpet of the
tiny leaves that made up the hedge. And the hedge was not of one solid
trunk, but many snarled shoots which had grown grotesquely together.
Under it I saw half of a half-tree hitch which doubtless had broken from
some earlier plowing. I quickly thought that here was something that
would make a nice "find' in a time when antiques were so much in vogue. I
thought that it might be possible that this whole orchard was an
undiscovered treasureland. I contemplated how much fun it would be to
look around playfully under each hedge bush.
When I pulled the hitch out, it was not an antique at all, but a cheap
modern imitation, and instead of having forged steel fittings, it had cheap
thin metal (it looked like tin). The wood was as light as florentine. It was
obviously an ornament, something cheap to be hung over an equally cheap
fireplace. I don't have any idea how it got there. I don't know what I did
with it. I was down on my knees and slid it behind me with my left hand
while I balanced on my right and looked under another bush.
Under another bush, though I don't remember finding it or pulling it
out; it was just in my hand and seemed like it came into my view by being
passed over my shoulder. Perhaps it fell out of the bush, or he found it and
handed it to me, but there seemed to have been no sound from him now;
just me and the bushes, though he would not be aware that I was not
listening to him talk, since he so easily amused himself by the sound of his
own voice.
It was what appeared at first glance to be an Indian spear; it had a red
feather too, like what kids buy in a dime store. It was yellow with acrostic
markings carved into it, with the inevitable "made in Japan" marked on
the back.
(This mechanical pencil that I am writing with is not the first one I ever
had. But, it was the first one I ever decided I was adult enough to have and
keep without loosing. I got it when I went away to college, and have guarded
it ever since. I won't let anyone else but her use it, and it gets more valuable
all of the time. That was seven years ago, and I can't even remember who
gave it to me. I remember now; nobody did--I picked it up from where a
salesman had left it as an advertising item on a job I had one time.)
I threw the spear down, almost in disgust. It stuck up right in the exact
middle of the row, because I remember thinking to myself that I could not
make that throw again if I tried for a hundred years.
Then I looked under a third bush and saw a cat shyly sticking its head out
looking at me; he looked like Junior. I called to him and I could hear him
coming closer, slowly retreating and advancing, as courage mustered and
dissipated. Then when it reappeared it was fluffy and blonde and small like
Junior's girlfriend, and Junior's white flea collar was gone.
When I bent down to pet her, I suddenly realized that there was the body
of Junior's girlfriend and the head of a chicken. Then it ran away.
He took another drink of his coke and nonchalantly walked up behind
me, and I knew that he had seen everything, and he said: "Don't worry
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about it, there are a lot of oddities like that around Charlestown. They say
this is the middle of the world, and this is where it all began."
Then I replied: "Yes, I understand, because cats despise foul, that is a
symbol of man's warring against his own inner nature." I seemed very
happy with that.
And awoke, to find my hand strangely snarled like a huge claw at the
back of my head.

Steve Byrum

"INDIANA"
When pods fell from
the locust trees,
signaling
our week of spring
We threw off winter coats and memories
like a snake shedding its skin.

Barefeet stinging on the sizzling
roadsides and sidewalks,
Taking us to Deer Creek
Where we swam in the shadows
of oak and elm.
while the leeches waited
on the banks.
Elmer Fauts, who grew up with the sycamores
told us that Indians
once canoed along the creek
and hunted in the woods.
Everytime the forest applauded,
anticipating an incarnation
of the man on the Buffalo Nickel.
His memories primed our fancy.
We, who played furiously all summer
were lulled to sleep by the paradox
of the night owl's vigil and the
whirr of semis down highway twenty-nine.
—Rachel Landrum
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Little old people gathered around
One another, being musty
So many shining little eyes
Moth wing beaten, the little foxes
Ring around my grandmother's neck
Anachronistic, melted down and tempered
To serve yet again, useless spoons becoming bullets
Concentric circles,
Memories of autos and vehicles;
To still another circle —
Children take their place
Wait to move in
Crayons to pens
Losing faith, donning the clothes
so recently discarded
Foolish becoming foils.
—Leslie Pierce

Childhood snapshots
Me smiling at me
And thoughts inside
My Sunday suit
After church
When I was 8
I hugged my father
And squeezed my face
Against the tickle
Of bearded skin.
The same face
everyday
Shaving before
My mirror
I watch father
Scrape away the soap
Staring into his eyes
Me smiling at me.

VARIATIONS ON A DREAM
There is a dream
Snowing in my head.
And the wilting flakes
Weep as they fade.
There is a dream
Being born in my head.
And the wilting faces
Weep as they fade.

—Anthony Tyrone Neal

— Kenneth Bivin
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THE WEDDING
I imagined it special,
the fifth of August.
Yet the skies cried
smearing the crepe paper colors
and the shoe polish words ...
I do and I will.
(They didn't tell me it would be that way.)
— Natalie Camp
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Ellyn Bivin

Bill Walker

ONE HUMBLE OBSERVATION
In light of the facts I find before me, I find myself in a somewhat
confused state of mind as to the condition man as an individual has
attained throughout his history. I remember all of the fables and accounts
of the versatility attributed to those of the human race; and yet, I also see
that all these instances of man's adaptational prowess seem to have been
realized, for the most part, in ancient history. I am sure that there are
many instances to be observed; however, there is without a doubt, a serious
lack of ability in man's nature which renders him somewhat inoperative in
the face of adversity. I merely hope that man has not let endeavor over
adversity become an antiquated triumph...qua, qua, qua...
—David Clark
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THE THORN TREE
They took from me
The thorn to give
To Him Who gave
Me thorn and root
And bade me grow.
Pain will be
The thorns' offshoot.
A crown, also.
—Paul Ramsey
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—Ellyn Bivin

BERRY PICKING
Near our wire fence
I startle a shrike off
where the sun glints down into
THE ABSURD HOUR
All the hours come
to this.
this absurd hour
when the cock crows
at the moon
the cock fooled
by the moon
as always
thinking it is the sun
It seems to make sense
in this moonlit room
but there are always
the others
those who must wait
and I think of
the blind man
who wakes by the
crowing of the cock
and begins his day
at this absurd hour.

this sudden sag of ground
with its thick breath of humus
like the damp mouth of a sleeping child.
Here, with this straw basket,
quiet through the beggar lice,
I feel the slow crawl of warmth.
Until, my fingers stained,
I find the hummingbird
hovering among the bruised berries,
perfect, climbing the lull,
riding the fence's tremor
where the shrike impaled him on a wire barb.

— David Robinson
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—Susan Jones

(GHOST?)
NIGHT
from the mountain
the small town was
Christmas tree lights
tangled on a black carpet.
—Robin Cameron

THE WHEELER

Let me call you
ghost.
Then
(if you don't materialize)
I can say
you were only
a figment;
(just a pornographic idea.)
Let me walk
(quietly; softly on my padded feet)
into my chamber
and find you
deep in blackness;
(part of the blackness;
like a blackened, charred branch in a burned forest)
Enfold me
(like a cocoon.)
Let me touch you
(your skin dry like the onion's)
and feel you
cover me
(like dust covers my
books)
(Naughty one;
I won't dust you off)
I'll only let you build up
(only on me?)

Yesterday, he came
home; there was no
crowd. His boots
still shining like
he wore them first.
For three years
he stayed, serving
his country
doing his duty.
With a pistol by his side
and the cold
steel pinned across
his back — he
was a man.
Looking backward I
saw his grimace;
leaving blackened paths
as it went,
the shrapnel came from all directions.
We ran from
those charred knells
that never stopped.
I saw him
last year — sitting
in his favorite chair,
the cold steel all around him now:
by his side
beneath his feet
rolling so carelessly
down the street.

Robin Cameron

RAIN
Tiny, white spiders
dancing on spindly, active legs
in the beam of my headlights.
—Robin Cameron

— Chris Wheeler
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PREFACE
Once upon a time a good king marched off on a Crusade to decapitate
naughty Turcs occupying the Holy Land. After one particularly fine
afternoon of savage butchery, the good king reposed himself in his
spacious tents, far from the starving masses downtown. It was here that he
received a welcome visitor, a messenger from a good Christian Queen. To
demonstrate her appreciation for his warring for Christ, she was
presenting him with a priceless treasure bought from a sidewalk shyster
— a chip of the True Cross.
Need it be said: The good king was delighted, and before he embarked
on the next morning's battle, he sent word home to his loyal kingdom. The
pious citizens, too, jumped for joy, and immediately set to building a
proper church for the relic.
Years passed before the task was completed, so the loyal subjects were
all very glad that the Crusades lasted a long time; at least the Church would
then be ready when the good king returned from holy war to deposit his
prize. The pious townfolk, their work finished, returned to a relatively
normal life of debauchery.
Too bad for them that one of their clergymen was a clever soul. He
observed that while the kingdom had labored on the new Church, the work
was too harrowing to be done drunk, and afterwards the men were too
tired to spend the evenings carousing. Just to show how clever this priest
truly was, it did not escape his notice that although everyone involved had
done their very best, the new Church was nevertheless less fine than others
in which his priest friends served. So when the Church mysteriously
burned to the ground, the clever priest scolded the townfolk, interpreting
the fire as an omen from God Almighty, a sign of His wrath at their
irreverent insult. To house the True Cross adequately, the most splendid
church, the most magnificent Cathedral ever built by man (this time
entirely of stone), must forthwith be constructed. And as penance for
attempting to short-change God the first time, the money for the newer
Cathedral must come out of their own pockets.
Because he was a priest, but mostly because he was clever, the pious
kingdom repented and began work immediately. The priest crossed
himself and praised his accomplishments, seeing the citizens again
enrolled into a life of regimented virtue.
Several more years passed and the loyal kingdom miraculously
completed the new Cathedral in practically no time. And just in time, too,
because the good king was returning from the Crusades that very week.
Even after these many years, the wars were still being waged. The good
king would have preferred to have stayed longer, defending the Faith
against the barbarians, but he had caught a wicked sniffle, and in his
advanced age complications were likely. Besides, the war was no longer
any fun, his lucky sword having been accidentally ruined when he nicked it
running a pagan through.
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So the good king returned to his loyal subjects, and after reviving from
his nasty cold, proceeded in grand fashion to deposit the piece of the True
Cross in its new home. The pomp and circumstance completed, the good
king retired to his country home and never saw a reason to return.
As they always do, the holy coffers needed refilling. Again the clever
priest was touched by divine revelation: To all persons of exceptional
virtue (testified to by the amount of cash handed over), a splinter of the
True Cross would be entrusted.
The news spread like an oil slick on a blue lake. The money rolled in and
the splinters tumbled out. To be entrusted with a piece of the True Cross
became a local status symbol, and in no time every one of the pious
townfolk had either begged, bought or stolen their own bit. No doubt a few
were respectfully hidden away, but most shavings were garishly displayed
on coffee tables, or bronzed on mantle places. One enterprising vendor
made his fortune when, with a deft change of labels, he converted
toothpick holders into splinter display cases.
All would have gone well in this loyal kingdom had not Misfortune
glanced their way. It was just a little glance, so not much harm was really
done. An altar boy tripped on his robe, accidentally knocking over a candle
which caught a drape on fire, heating the reliquary to such a temperature
that the piece of the True Cross was incinerated.
The clergy was in a dither, especially since the clever priest was away at
the time sponsoring a sale on indulgences. Consequently, a slightly less
inspired deacon stepped in, and issued a summons to all holders of
splinters of the True Cross. The return of the relic was imperative, lest
God again punish them as he had before. The memory of the first curse
fresh in their minds, and tired of building churches, not one of the loyal
citizens withheld his sliver.
So the pieces came. And came, and came and came and came again.
Entire rooms of the Cathedral basement became filled with the little
splinters.
The clever priest, by now returned, was aghast, yet kept his head. He
proclaimed the whole affair a miracle a la bread and fishes, a testimony to
the tremendous piety of the kingdom. He also had the deacon secretly run
out of town.
Pilgrims came from all over the world to see the most magnificent
Cathedral built for the True Cross which reproduced itself mystically. The
kingbom became famous, and the citizens grew rich off tourists. Everyone
lived a good and pious life.
When the clever priest was finally called to his reward, in recognition of
his good work for the Church he was canonized, and his statue carved
above the front door.
— excerpt from the Paris Journal of Jameson Tau
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Bill Walker

How Fair is a Fair?
We went to the fair because our curiosity was aroused and we had nothing better to do,
but mostly we went because the childlike nature that dwells within us was fighting to be
freed, just for a while.
Our spirits were high, as high as the top of a ferris wheel. Smells of popcorn and cotton
candy filled the air. Calves were being judged as they boldly marched around the ring, and
in the dunking machine was a friend, whom we promptly dunked into the water at first
chance. Then came the Midway.
The area was dirty and littered. The people behind the arcade booths appeared rugged
and worn, their faces melancholy. As they pawed at the prospective customers, they
reminded me of beggars. Besides paying an arm and a leg to observe grotesque distortions
of nature such as the "Headless Wonder", the only alternative to playing the games was to
take a swift journey on the obsolete carousel or the rusted ferris wheel. Deciding not to
risk our lives on one of the rides, we were about to try our luck at the baseball toss, when a
stranger bumped into us and told us a man was offering us a free chance at one of the
games. As this appealed to our curiosity and our budget, we decided to accept the man's
offer.
Hot pink, chartreuse, and purple bears with mismatched bows wrapped around their
necks, by far the most unattractive bears in the park, hung stiffly, beckoning us to take
them home as our prizes. Rolling the eight numbered sticks on the free game gave us
twenty-five of the fifty points we needed to win a bear. We decided not to proceed with
the game because I certainly didn't want one of those hideous bears cluttering my
apartment; then, the man offered us twenty dollars in cash if we won. We would have had
a better chance of surviving if we had chosen to ride the rickety ferris wheel. One dollar
earned us ten points, another roll, three more; after three dollars we had rolled forty-two
points, only eight short of fifty. After winning a bonus prize, a stuffed duck clad in a red
striped shirt and sailor's cap, we hit a double space. Although boasting of our opportunity
to now win two bears, or forty dollars, we had to change our bet from one dollar to two
per roll. The first two dollar roll gave us two points, then a blank, another blank, another
blank, each time losing two dollars per roll.Our money gone, a tragic look of panic and
disgust masked our faces.
The same dear, kind-hearted man who had offered us this chance of a lifetime agreed to
allow us to go back to our car for more money, thus enabling us to complete the game.
Only six points away from triumph, we went to the car, running past the dunking
machine, the cows, the exhibits, and the security guards. To the car we bolted, excited and
anxious, on the verge of victory, never imagining defeat. The gambling blood boiled as did
our desire to win. We were addicted. Hearts pounding, we arrived once again at the game
sight.
There the man stood, waiting to prey on our last few dollars. As the points tallied, I
began dreaming of ways to spend our profit. Only two points away, we rolled the sticks
and got no points. Having spent to the game limit, with that roll we were forced to quit,
forced to give up our chance to win it back, forced to give up our feelings of victory, and
replace them with the frustrations of failure.
Devastated, we walked away with our small stuffed duck. He didn't even look like a
duck. One second we touched a fortune, the next it vanished. Those bears, though
remaining stiff, now broadly grinned, their eyes glistening as if making fun of us.

Pam Anthony
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Fears and Dreads

We sat in the surgeon's waiting room listening for Andy's name. Andy
was delighted to be missing an afternoon of first grade and fearful only
that this visit might involve a shot. Glancing at the other occupants, I
wondered what fears and dreads lay behind their apparent unconcern.
Were they as apprehensive as I? My mind went back a week to the
pediatrician's examining room where I had brought Andy after an
unusually painful throat had kept him awake most of the night. As Andy
had held his head back for the examination, the doctor and I had both
noticed, just to the side of the trachea, a lump about the size of a quarter.
The doctor called in his partner to observe and decided a surgical
consultation was in order. After giving me the names of several surgeons,
they assured me that these growths were not usually serious, there was
probably no need to worry.
And so I had postponed worrying — until today. It had been the last
week of school, with the usual round of closing activities, and as my
husband had gone to Army Reserve Camp, all the parenting we normally
shared fell to me. The week had been just too hectic for worrying, yet the
gnawing fear for Andy had stayed at the fringe of my awareness. Now I
could no longer hide it and it invaded my being relentlessly. The weight of
it seemed to bind me to my seat and I rose awkwardly when our name was
called.
A little friendly banter from the surgeon, a congenial, fatherly man,
quickly put Andy at ease. But as the doctor examined Andy's throat, the
smile became a deep frown, and my heart pounded throughout my body.
Andy apparently had a thyroid tumor, he said. He joked a little more with
Andy, and I waited, unable to voice the obvious questions. Thyroid tumors
were common in adults and not usually malignant, he continued kindly,
however, in children they were nearly always malignant. The word which
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had been lurking in the farthest corner of my mind had now been voiced,
had become a reality. He went on to say that, as these tumors, even when
malignant, were most often treatable, immediate surgery was imperative.
He arranged a date for surgery in a week, and though he tried to reassure
me, his concern was evident.
Somehow we got home. Andy seemed to have no comprehension of the
diagnosis but was excited and apprehensive about the prospect of surgery,
and I was relieved to be occupied with the task of answering his questions.
When we arrived home, he ran to tell his friends and I placed a call to my
husband at camp. When he answered, the dam burst and it took several
tearful tries to get out the news, but as I became more rational, it was he
who was overcome and had to hang up. The only welcome news was that
he would be home that night.
The following week was an awesome blend of good and bad times.
Religion has always been a deep part of my life but never had I been faced
with a situation the outcome of which was so totally out of my hands, and I
was not at all sure I had the faith to face any eventuality. I prayed for
Andy's recovery and said, "Thy will be done." But did I mean it? What if
God's will were different than mine, could I accept it? The mind seems to
seek ways to make unbearable things bearable, and my husband and I told
ourselves we would worry about one thing at a time. The surgery was the
first crisis and there was no need to think about the outcome until there
was one. We needed to remain normal for the rest of the family, to whom
we had given only the barest details, so we were determinedly cheerful, and
in return we experienced a rare gift of family closeness.
There were difficult moments though. Once, I found myself staring at
the embroidery sampler done for Andy as a baby gift from a fifteen year old
friend. She had finished it in the hospital just before she entered the
terminal stages of cancer of the bone. The irony was unbearable; I was sure
it was a bad omen. Another time I imagined that the surgery was over, the
outcome confirmed our worst fears,and mentally I followed the
progression of the disease, through chemotherapy and the awful nausea
which always accompanies it. Andy's already skinny frame would become
emaciated. There might be a loss of hair or burns on his body. A remission
might be gained to raise our hopes, but it would not last and would be
followed by the terminal stages and the agonizing pain. I tried to shut off
my thoughts, to think of anything else, but they continued, separate
beings, relentlessly unfolding images to the bitter end.
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Then it was the morning of surgery and the sick weight that hung in my
stomach threatened to engulf my whole body. We could no longer
postpone the great fear and as the stretcher bearing Andy moved away
from us, down the corridor, and disappeared into the elevator, we clung to
each other, alternately praying and crying in fear.
The end of the story is anti-climactic. The wait seemed endless, but it
was actually only an hour before the doctor came and joyfully announced
that the tumor was not a "hot" one, but a rare, non-malignant goiter. He
had feared the worst he said and was almost as elated as we were. Now
blessed tears relief flowed and we were soon on the phone spreading the
word to those anxiously waiting. And returned shortly, nauseated, in pain
and full of tubes, but a glorious sight.

Clair Sawyer

Ellyn Bivin
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THE SCARECROW
The sun beats down on powdery
sand. Bone-white fingers
of parched weeds claw the shimmering air,
miming a dying clutch.
A cracked leather coat hangs
on a warped cross of two-by-fours.
Silk lining crumbles like moth wings,
and hems fray wildly.
Only two yellowed mother of pearl buttons
remain on the coat after years of sand
and wind. The sporadic wing has eroded
the footing of the upright, and the entire
figure leans drunkenly. Silence.
A dark spot in the western sky
becomes a black bird and lights on the crossbeam.
It oily feathers glare
under the sun. It prods at a parasite on its wing.
The bird screams its possession and searches
the bleak landscape for rivals. It jerks
at the rotting fabric inside the collar.
Finding nothing, the bird scrambles
through the stagnant air back into the wind.
— Rich Bailey

I
The night was blue violet
and the trees were full of robins
that would sing throughout the evening
to the stars and to the sky
and then be silent after twilight.
II
Above the moon
my thoughts ran up so high
that I wondered if I had spoken
but if I did I breathed and whispered
for I had smiled and sighed.
III
The wind came fresh and great and long
and I felt in my chest a heat
that being weak as it was strong
passed into the liberty
of movements that were lovely. —Amarylus Coston
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Hardening Into Air
In 1778 Nancy Barton,deserted by her lover, set
out after him through Crawford Notch, N.H, 20 miles away;
she perished in a sudden snowstorm after passing
most of the way through the notch.
I
As before me the blue mink
carrying its young by the scruff
fingered its way through upturned roots,
the barbed branches of fallen hemlock,
seeking a barren burrow to nest,
so, I dreamt, the heart could move,
Now, dusk shadows are
tiny as pelts, light
tightens around the woodfern. I know
a winter's waste behind my eye:
how the graceful mink, its young
the size of pea-pods, will
destroy, spitting and squealing,
whole colonies of muskrat.

II
I can remember last Spring how I lay
on a coral root beneath the red maple,
watching, after love, the erratic motions of
the Cooper's Hawk as it sifted through brush,
how I turned again to this boy,
the pink stains on these breasts
beginning to spread and harden,
the thighs wet and struggling
as a new born calf's, though, for him
all dissolved into a sound, and
we heard only the rasping of toads,
the shrill stars, as he lay soft and
limp as a mallard's neck.
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III
Somewhere north of here
the men are setting wolf hooks, long
fish hooks coated with cotton and tallow.
And here where the wind tears down the
walls of this notch like a rock slide,
no pain is left to lean upon.
I want to be a useless thing;
the mica surface of rocks
light wrinkles across,
the young racoon, blind for days,
or the snowshoe rabbit
stripping bark from saplings.
Beside me, a horned owl has fallen,
its ear tufts frozen to daggers;
hardening with the granite air,
I want to grip those brittle
wings, and eat it raw.

Richard Jackson

ODE TO THE "SOMBRERO"*
What they had to do to find
It went well past any denial
To plod along, traipsing light-years
With the waves, ferreting out what
Seems from our point to be a
Pinwheel of dust and gas
Collapsing on itself, obscured
Still further by cocoon nebulae
And the sobriquet which has
Little or nothing in common with
The hat of a paysan who also
Dreams of traversing over great
Space, past the Rio Grande even
Into the pinwheel of lights
That is El Paso.
*catalogued as Galaxy M104
—David Ellison
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"MUSICALITY-BREAK"
Modify with hope and that fear of losing
oneself inside a shell of warmth
Seize a heart with love and understanding
Come through as if a ray of light appeared
suddenly amidst the mist
Lift and send a striking, shattering
message to others of faith in
outer awakenings and define sources of strength
Give of friendship and honesty understanding
of musicality
Transcend a torch of personal harmony
to lives.
Kimberly Cobble

SPRING REMEMBERED
Spring arrived awkwardly.
Cold winds blew across my face,
While sunshine burned my neck.
A crack in despair with a new season peering through.
There used to be so much time.
Time to relax and enjoy a new season breaking.
Calendars, appointments, and datebooks as yet unheard of.
And, like a child fondling a silk cocoon...
I delicately touch a gentle memory.
Michael Gray
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THE FEEL OF NOT TO FEEL IT
She looked cautiously down the street, guaging the speed of the cars that kept her from
the shelter of the other side. It was difficult to cross here, as usual, but she had manuevered
the lanes of cantankerous drivers hundreds of times, and the rain just made her bolder.
She defied the last lane of traffic, looked up at "home" and sensed the irony of it all again.
Five-point Road, Five-point Cafe, and Apt. 5, all in a building with only three sides. How
crazy, she thought. I'm living in the center of a star. She entered the side door and started
up the stairs with slow, deliberate steps, taking the time to shake the rain from her hair.
There was the door, the fumble for her keys, and the gratifying silence that followed as
the world closed behind her. She laid down her canvas bag next to her chair, the soft
chintz one that also stored her coat for the first hour she was home. She slipped off her
shoes and headed back to the kitchen, stopping at the door to hook the chain latch. "This
place is so odious," she said aloud, wanting the sound to travel down to the cafe the same
way the smells came up. Emphasizing her disapproval with heavy footsteps as she put the
teakettle on the stove, Chris tried to decode the steamy scent that rose from the cafe, so
she could fix her dinner to match it. Fighting was always useless since they always won,
and unless she could make her meals correspond with the meals from the diner below, she
could not bring herself to eat.
Tonight it was fish, and she sorted a tray of fishsticks into the oven, poured herself a
cup of tea, and headed down the V towards her chair in the living room. Sitting down for
the first time in eight hours, Chris ignored the steam that rose from the delicate cup and
took a confident drink. Too late, she felt the searing pain of the boiling tea, and with a
futile attempt at contemptuous indignation, set the cup down hard on the small side table.
Chris sat impatiently in her chair, punching her tongue with her finger, and thought
about the sensation and the memories that went with it. Once, during a ride to New
Orleans, she had eaten some sugar wafers that had somehow come into contact with a
potted cactus sitting beside them on the front seat. For three days she had hobnobbed with
the Cafe du Monde set while sporting a field of invisible but splinter-like hairs on her
tongue and lips.
That was some fated trip, she thought, pressing hard into the patterns on the arm of
the chair. Doomed from the start, it remained consistent throughout. She retraced again
the isolated gumbo sequences that held the days together on the inevitable route through
that still too vivid memory. One by one she began to relive each incident. The clues that
foretold the direction that breakaway weekenci would take were all too evident in
retrospect. As clear, in fact, as the confectioner's sugar on her smart little black dress, so
impeccable in Richmond, but transformed by the breezy afternoon into an ink-colored
dresser wearing a tattered lace doily. Gumbo on white, chowder on black; the memories
came back in a rush.
She began to feel truly sick. There are just some things that will make you shudder no
matter how much time passes. The multiple embarrassments were just the beginning —
if that had been the worst of it. If we had only taken a cab, she thought.
A knock on the door silenced her thoughts. Maybe someone was bringing her flowers.
Fat chance. She knew — what? — three people in the city, if you didn't count the man who
pumped her gas once a week at the Texaco station nearby. That didn't leave too many
alternatives.
"Oh, Mr. Nubeck. Is something wrong? Have I been too loud?" She was feeling a little
beligerent for no particular reason, she suddenly realized, and the sarcasm crept,
unbidden, into her voice.
"Uh, Miss Fenner," he began. "My wife and I were talking today and, well, we're going
to have to ask you to leave. My wife's cousin is going to need a place close by, and we told
him he could stay here. It's because of a job, you see, and he's related to my wife, so we need
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you to move out as soon as you can."
His speech was over so quickly that Chris hardly knew what he had said.
"Move out?" she repeated, uncomprehending. She didn't want to move out, even if this
place was Hell's Kitchen — literally. "What do you mean, move out? I've just gotten
settled here. I haven't even been here two months. Like hell I'm moving out. There are six
other apartments in this building. Get one of the others to move. It's not fair to make me
move. I don't have anywhere else to go, and you know it. I'm not leaving for anybody's
cousin. Good day, Mr. Nubeck."
She slammed the door in his face as quickly as she could, before he could stick his hand
in to stop her.
Leaning against the closed door, she could hear him slowly backing away.
"I can't believe his nerve. To think that I put up with this place at all, and he thinks I'm
going to move into some other dive."
There was another knock at the door. She just ignored it; they could sit out there till
they died of grease poisoning — she wasn't about to answer it. Why had they picked on
her? There were other tenants in the building, all the kind one would have described as
"undesirables" in any T.V. documentary. And, Mrs. Nubeck had been so nice to her the
day she had first come in. She had seemed pleased to be getting such a nice girl in the
building. Practically talked her ear off about her own family, and how she and her husband
had come here from Cincinnati on their own, just like her, when they were first married.
And then, so sorrowful when she told her about her finacee's death.
The knock on the door came again, and louder this time, while she thought about what
to do. She wasn't about to move and she knew enought to know that they couldn't make
her, and even if they could, it would take them at least three months to actually get her out
if she was careful. But why did this always happen to her?
She heard the clomp of Nubeck's footsteps down the stairs, and her anger dissipated a
bit.
"You can't get me out that easily," she said softly. "I've been through this more times
than you. And I'm going to win this time."
The tea was cold now; harmless and undesirable, just like the creep at her door. Well,
she wouldn't worry about it any more today. It had been a bad day to start with, and getting
worse still, with each moment. She couldn't shake the worry though, in the quiet room, so
she turned on the shower, then some music, and washed that man right out of her hair.
The next day it was still raining as she walked to work. She watched her feet play little
games with the puddles, rippling the swells in the depressions. The sidewalk was rough
and crumpled, making it impossible to miss every crack as she had tried to do since
grammar school. It was just habit now, another pattern. Like her way of smiling so that
her dimples would show, knowing it never hurt. She had perfected cuteness, she knew,
though she sometimes wondered if she was really being honest. These days anything was
fair as she saw it. A maze of lines caught her attention; she lost her balance for a moment,
then steadied herself against the side of a building and wandered on in the rain.
She was several minutes late again, but not enough to worry about. Ella and Charlene
were already in the warehouse looking busy, using their price books as a prop while they
talked. With them was another girl whom Chris didn't recognize. Charlene was speaking
rapidly as she approached the group; they turned towards her.
"Chris, hey, come here. This girl is new. We were just telling her about you. She wants
to hear your story. Name's Cybil." It was Charlene speaking to her — not that it mattered;
they all sounded the same. Chris never could make up he mind who to hate the most —
her father, for making her do this in order to keep him away, or these clods, for reminding
her constantly how far she had stooped. They would make her crazy if she stayed much
longer.
Chris flashed her warmest smile; she could really put people at ease. That had always
been one of her best traits. She prided herself on showing her best side at all times; she
could fool anyone.
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"My story?" Chris asked expectantly. She couldn't undertand how anyone could live like
these people; they must not have ever had any excitement in their entire lives. They just
loved to hear about her life over and over, details of everything. They must have heard
about her engagement one hundred times in the past month. She knew that there was to
reason to expect them to ever wonder if it hurt her to tell it again and again.
So she began, starting with their meeting, the usual whirlwind engagement, and the
not-so-usual ending. "But how did he die — exactly?" Ella nudged. Chris went on, telling
about the floodwaters, describing the lowlying city with icy details, the culvert, the
accident — the whole bit. Cybil was about to ask her a question when their supervisor
arrived on the scene and they began to look busy. Cybil was whisked away to learn all
about the place, and Chris never answered her questions that day. Instead, she tagged and
made little checks on her clipboard. Somewhere during that day, something went wrong,
though, and she was in a bad mood, even as she walked home under the breaking clouds.
She entered her little room, seeing it all over again as a stranger. The molded chintz
chair and woven footstool paying perpetual homage; the tiny end table thick with old
magazines, and the I-Love-Lucy sofa at right angles to the windowed wall. Old curtains
that matched nothing but her memories of the room where they had once hung. The little
table that lived in spite of her hating it and everything that it stood for. It was cheap and
ugly and overbright and ironically dismal, like the brightly colored paintings that hang in
hospitals to cheer the place up, but are so obvious that they only serve to depress everyone
who comes within their range.
She turned away, not wanting to see any more of the place she knew and hated but was
determined to keep. She shuddered at the unnatural way she loved it, and felt
embarrassment made her hate it all the more. It was too grotesque an interpretation of
her life, she knew, and one 'of such active malevolence that she saw it must end.
"But I'll be goddamned if I'll let somebody force me out for some scum-type pimp from
a pig farm," she said. Impatience spoils planning, she remembered her grandmother
saying more than once, Ginny, she had always called her.
"Poor Gin," Chris sighed. As her grandmother's namesake, Chris had always felt a
special closeness to her, and a sort of protection, too. She grew up as her grandmother
grew old. When she died, Chris was at her bedside, mirroring her grandmother's
composure. "The right tool for the right job," Gin had said so often; now she knew what it
meant.
Still thinking of Gin, Chris wafted into the kitchen to deal with the blackened fishsticks
and the encrusted pan she had left in the oven. The buzzer had rung for much of the time
she had been in the shower the night before, and following the noises she had found the
little pressed pieces burned beyond recognition. The sight made her angry all over again,
and she cursed Nubeck again out loud.
The night passed slowly in the stuffed chintz chair. One minute she would resolve to
leave the place she hated so well, only to feel pity for the two who doubtlessly would see
the error of their ways too late. Her legacy from Gin was to maintain her confidence in her
own rightness and worth at all costs, and that made decisions very difficult sometimes.
She labored, weighed and considered the facts, keeping time with her fingers on the
doughy chair arm. It was as if her brain were being grilled over a spit, turned by some
unseen hand that cranked maniacally at altering speeds with no end.
Chris shifted her position to better her perspective. The lighted dial of the little clock
now shone in her face: 4:47. Suddenly her feet began to tingle slightly, and Chris became
aware that she was no longer alone, but that there was indeed something touching and
even hurting her, now reaching up through her calves. She remained still, not wanting to
breathe, like a statue. She knew that if she were completely motionless that she had a
chance to take the intruder by surprise, rather than being taken. "4:48" the clock said
finally, yet she remained stiff. She almost had the upper hand now, she knew, as the pain
was beginning to subside. Perhaps who ever it was would go away, finally, and leave her
alone; she stayed still.
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She could hear the Nubecks down the hall, coming upstairs after cleaning the diner. It
had to be them, she knew, a little later than usual, but they were getting older.To take her
mind off her fright, she tried to imagine their entire routine, to the slightest detail after
closing at three. The two of them, alone, cleaning tables, washing glasses, silverware,
large pots and pans. They would count the money, dividing it into percentages for the
envelopes; one for retirement, one for their son's wife, another to keep the place running,
yet another for research of one sort or another and on and on. If they only knew what was
going on inside her room. She wanted to cry out, but realised that she would be dead long
before their slow footsteps could bring them in to help her. Once they had passed, she
would be alone.
The clock kept ticking. The hall was still now, and would be forever. Chris was
tormented by the unknown assailant that she knew was there, that made the clock keep
ticking so loudly, that kept her immoble in her chair. At last the hand flashed, lit first by
the clock, and then she saw that it held its own light. It was bright, like a torch, and shone
in her face. Still unable to focus on the person who held it, she remained frozen like a
rabbit, unable even to speak. The room was filled with quiet terror, silenced by the grip of
the light bearer. Chris' emotions began to conspire against her, straining to make her
speak. Suddenly, she relaxed, sensing that she would not be harmed. Cautiously, she put out
her own hand to touch the one that held the blazing light, and fixed her grip firmly on the
other's.
"I know who you are," she said softly, even smiling a little. "What do you want from
me?" Rather than getting a reply, the silent intruder led her out of the chair and towards
the door to the hallway. Still without speaking, the door was opened and they stepped out
onto the landing. Chris could see the doors around her, beginning to spin uncontrollably,
chasing one another around the stairway and growling ferociously. It reminded her of
Little Black Sambo, and she looked again to see if the rooms would turn to melted butter.
Then a wave of fear hit her and she felt nausea creep up her throat, cutting her off from
her thoughts. Down the stairs they went, still locked in the other's wrist hold, from the
top floor they worked their way downward through the dizzying endless cases, past the
first floor and into a basement that Chris didn't recognize. Her leader tugged her along
through the black passageways to another door, and into the same blackness of the night.
"What do you want?" Chris asked breathlessly, still barring her frightenened sickness
from showing. Again she received no reply, and she felt senseless and lost. Moving again,
they stepped out of the shadows of the building for a second, but long enough for Chris to
see the face of her angatonist. With loathesome rage she remembered the face, the hand,
the body of the one that had made her a widow before a wife. Her rage grew, and with her
last bits of energy she began to fight back, thrashing about with her fading strength. Her
mind began to fill with the loud ticking of the clock, breaking her concentration, making
her blows useless. On they struggled, but the ticking grew louder and louder, so intense
that her head throbbed with pain from the noise. Her strength was gone now, though she
futilely kept on, trying to wrestle free from the grip that held her. With a final surge, she
broke away, knocking the torch from its hold, while pushing her assailant back against the
wall of the bulding. Then she was running. Snapping her head back, she looked to see if he
was behind her, but he had fallen into the shadows and was obscured. Again she looked
back, but all that she could see was the glow of the torch where it had fallen — the only
thing that had saved her. Further away she ran, until the motion of her feet brought on a
second surge of violent illness, and she stopped in the shadows of another bulding and
vomited. Still dizzy, she leaned back against the still damp brick and closed her eyes.
Sinking to the ground, Chris edged open her eyes, too tired now even to care what she saw.
A warm glow came from the basement of the bulding that housed the "Five-point
Cafe," and Chris calmed down, knowing that scuffle had been heard and someone was
investigating. He would be found, and finally punished for the pain he had caused her. She
gave part of a laugh, the sound of relief becoming euphoria. In the distance she could hear
sirens, and she knew that help would be there soon. Reassured, she closed her eyes to the
flickering moonlight of the streets, and softly, fell asleep.
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